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2018 -2019 has been a year of rapid organisational growth and
development for Loud in Libraries CIC (GILIL).
This has been GILIL's first year as a member of Arts Council
Englands National Portfolio of Organisations. During the year
the management team have expanded the delivery capacity of
the organisation by recruiting three new team members.
Thanks to funding from The Paul Hamlyn Foundation GILIL has
recruited two part time events programmers and a digital
marketing and media intern. This has increased the
opportunities for GILIL to deliver in multiple venues on the
same day, increasing the geographic reach of the organisation.
This funding has also supported the recruitment of a reporting
partner to fully evaluate the social outcomes of the
organisations activities
The GILIL Advisory Board has been expanded to include music
industry specialists and advisers from across the music, media
and cultural sectors.
We have grown audiences by maintaining a consistently high
standard of artistic quality and production values, attracting
acclaim from artists, audiences and the music press.
We have developed 11 new libraries as venues, and supported
staff to deliver live events and expand the cultural output of
libraries at a national level. I'd like to thank The Paul Hamlyn
Foundation, Arts Council England and The Foundation For
Youth Music for their continued and much valued support of
Loud in Libraries CIC
Stewart Parsons
Creative Director

“One thing the industry is really struggling with right now is
that we’re in the Spotify/Apple Music digital music age,
which is one of the reasons why I love this library so much
It’s holding onto something that we all really love: the
physical manifestation of music”. Julia Sunflower Bean

ORGANISATIONAL AIMS
AND OBJECTIVES
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Since 2005, Get It Loud In Libraries has been programming high quality,
live music events in libraries, in towns and cities throughout the UK. We
consistently demonstrate a unique talent for identifying new and
emerging artists on the cusp of breaking through to the mainstream. Our
programme is delivered in geographic areas that are generally outside the
major metropolitan centres, with low live music provision – especially for
young people and families. Incorporated into our work is the GILIL
Academy which supports young people’s participation and talent
development in creative and cultural activities.
Subsequently, the programme seeks to challenge and subvert perceptions
of libraries and to engage new audiences, particularly young people, in
using these unique and valuable community assets. In 2018 – 2022 we aim
to increase access, participation and engagement opportunities in libraries
by delivering a highly inclusive and innovative live programme that
reaches out to all.

Our goals are to work with library, arts and cultural partners across the UK
to deliver innovative creative live music events that:
Develop new audiences in libraries, especially young people and families
Enable young people to participate, learn and succeed culturally, digitally
and socially
Strategically increase the cultural capacity and community profile of
libraries
Support cultural tourism by mapping a new network of library venues
across the UK.

ORGANISATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
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Loud In Libraries has expanded its organisational
capacity and delivery outputs by recruiting three
new team members. The team now includes a
Digital, Marketing and Social Media Intern and two
young events programmers. The new members
have embedded quickly and efficiently into the
team.
The recruitment of extra staff has strengthened
Loud In Libraries organisational resilience as the
team extend their programming scope over a wider
geographical scope. The recruitment of a Marketing
Intern has heightened our profile and improved our
engagement with local newspapers and online
outlets in areas of programme delivery.
Potential corporate sponsorship from BAE systems
for the shows in Barrow Library is being discussed.
A proposal is being developed to submit to BAE’s
Head of Corporate Social Responsibility. Dialogue
continues with Attitude Is Everything and
Dyslexia Institute as to how Loud In Libraries’ ethos
and aims and objectives can support those
organisations.

2018 -2019 is the first year of GILIL's initial four year membership of the Arts Council
England National Portfolio of Organisations (NPO) this has prompted a period of
strategic development including developing our sustainability and environmental
policies. Our increased profile has led to the management team advocating for libraries
at a national policy level. The Creative Director promotes the organisation, its learning
and programme development across the national media and at creative industry
dissemination events.
In 2019 - 2020 the legal structure of the organisation will change from Community
Interest Company to Charitable Incorporated Organisation. This development will
enable the organisation to deliver its charitable objectives from a more appropriate
business model.

MARKETING
AND MEDIA
Creative Director Stewart Parsons
continued to promote the programme
and raised the organisation’s profile to a
national audience, by making a number
of media appearances this year.
Including advocating the programme on
BBC 6 Music’s Steve Lamacq afternoon /
early evening show.
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Stewart also appeared on BBC 5 Live
Breakfast Show with Chris Warburton.
Both interviews aired live and lasted 15
minutes.
Feedback on social media was positive
and generated increased numbers
of libraries requesting information on
the programme and expressing interest
in participating in future delivery.
Events are consistently listed as Gig of
The Week in the Guardian Guide, and
attract reviewers and bloggers form
national media.
In March we partnered with
Independent Venue Week to deliver a
gig with Dutch band Pip Blom in
Birkenhead Library
In 2018 -2019 we explored a number of different
marketing approaches including producing a limited
number of souvenir ticket stubs. This was designed to
appeal to the gig go-er who likes to keep a ticket as a
souvenir of a gig
In 2019 - 2020 we will be developing a range of GILIL
merchandise including limited edition art posters and
branded items for sale at events..

CREATIVE AND ARTISTIC
OUTPUTS

Loud In Libraries is committed to
showcasing the best new and emerging
music talent. We source artists from
across the pop music spectrum
landscape including locally and
nationally and internationally acclaimed
performers. Artists touring the network
over the last 12 months include Jorja
Smith, who has recently won the Brit
Award for Best Female Artist and Sam
Fender, winner of the 2019 Critics Choice
Brit Award.
The artist roster is diverse and includes a
balanced gender and ethnic mix of
artists. New and emerging artists
include the critically acclaimed Dream
Wife, Baxter Dury, Sunflower Bean and
The Orielles. The established artists
roster includes high profile musicians
Aidan Moffat and The Staves.
This year has seen GILIL programme
more international artists than ever
including US artists BC Camplight and
Bodega, and Australian band Cub Sport.
These artists have played for GILIL in
multiple libraries as part of their
international touring programmes
The Creative Director continues to
develop strong relationships with music
management, live booking agencies and
technical support crews, to ensure the
events are high quality and represent the
cutting edge of national and
international music and culture

KEY PERFORMANCE
OUTPUTS
16
Partner
Venues
250
Artists
and
performers

83 Library
Staff
Trained

27 Live
Music
Events

Organisational outputs are aligned
with the Key Performance Indicators
agreed with the organisations funders,
supporters and stakeholders. The
organisational objectives of GILIL are at
the core of all programming and
delivery.

143
Academy
Volunteers

The organisational outputs are
strategically designed and delivered to
offer the most significant social
impacts for the communities we
deliver in, while ensuring there is a
broad geographic spread of libraries
and partners.

82
Arts Award
Discovers
Awarded**

4155
Audience
Members

2
Brit Award
Winners
6 Matinee
Events

1 Mercury
Music Prize
Winner

164
Academy
Workshop
Participants

LIBRARY
PARTNERS
During 2018 - 2019 the organisation has developed 11
new partnerships with libraries and museums in
England, Scotland and Wales.
New partnerships with Hull and Huddersfield Libraries
have been developed particularly quickly and resulted
in a run of sell out gigs with national and international
artists. The role of all partners is clearly understood
and roles and responsibilities of both Loud In Libraries
and the host library are actioned in advance of live
shows when planning and promotion are a priority.
The organisational outcomes for staff development
are delivered with library staff with on-the-day event
delivery when library staff learn new skills and develop
CPD tools to incorporate into their own cultural offer.
It is notable that the commitment of future library
partners can be measured by their attendance at
other library host events; their enthusiasm and
curiosity for the GILIL programme and their desire to
learn the tools of events management and delivery.
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"We love the GILIL experience here at
Barrow where the opportunity is
given to showcase new talent, and
gives young people in the area the
opportunity to volunteer at exciting
events"
"We loved it! It was a pleasure to work
with GILIL and to provide a fantastic
family friendly event. For some of the
teens it was their first ever gig."
"Being involved in the event gave me
the opportunity to network with, and
develop links with other librarians,
community groups and local police. I
also gained a better understanding of
arts event management."

Scottish libraries have been developed with support
from The Scottish Library and Information Council
(SLIC).
38 library staff across Scotland have recieved a training
session covering topics including event management,
audience development, talent mapping, network
development and evaluation.
In 19 -20 GILIL will continue to develop existing library
partnerships by supporting libraries with more
training and opportunities to disseminate their
learning experiences across the network.
Loud In Libraries has received expressions of interest
in joining the programme from Norfolk, Leeds,
Glasgow, Nottingham and London Borough of
Hillingdon . The Creative Director will assess a number
of venues in these areas whilst signposting the details
of the toolkit license to others.

As part of our ongoing processes
of evaluation and review, library
staff are asked to give their
opinions after every event.
92% of library staff enjoyed the
gig "Immensely"
92% of staff would like to be
involved in more GILIL events
78% of staff thought the events
raised the profile of the library
among the 14 - 25 age range
84% of staff thought their GILIL
experience was much better than
they had expected.

LOUD IN LIBRARIES
TOURING NETWORK
2018 -2019
Wick Library

Bellshill Cultural
Centre

Irvine
Library

Alloa Library Spiers Centre

Hull Central
Library

Kendal Library

Barrow Library

Huddersfield
Library

Lancaster
Library
National Slate
Museum

Northwich
Library

Ceredigion
Museum

Coventry
Central Library

Llanelli Library

Liverpool Library
Birkenhead
Library

GILIL ACADEMY AND
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
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2018 began with a huge achievement for the newly launched
GILIL Academy. The team were awarded the Creative Choices
Award at the prestigious National Creative and Cultural Skills
awards at The Lowry.
In August 2018 we worked with Wirral Youth Zone as part of
the Youth Music Foundation supported Loud in Libraries Arts
Award programme. 82 young people worked with writers,
musicians and tech crew to achieve an Arts Award
qualification and attend two live music events.
The Academy strengthened partnerships with organisations
including Brathay Trust in Barrow, Kendal College and
Coventry based Hillz FM. We have also developed a new
partnership with the Girls Against campaign to create safe
spaces for girls and young women at gigs.
The GILIL Academy strategy was developed in partnership
with young stakeholders using the Hart Ladder of Youth
Participation model.
Specific outcomes for individuals include Conor Giblin
progressing from being an Academy volunteer to running
events including Cub Sport, The Orielles and Dan Owen.
Maisie Craddock has moved on from her 6 month work
experience placement to work in a production capacity at
Amazon TV.
Sarah Kirkby has started a degree course in Music
Management. She has been drawing on her GILIL experience
as part of her course and continues to volunteer with the
Academy.

"If it wasnt for the Academy I wouldn't have the confidence to
believe that I can actually do this!
I'm eternally grateful for the skills and knowledge I've gained
from working with you"
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In 2018 - 2019 the GILIL team developed the
Academy Strategy to include three routes to
engagement. There is now a clear pathway of
development within the organisation and routes to
accreditation via Arts Award. GILIL is now in a
position to clearly evidence to stakeholders that
involvement with the Academy has positive
impacts on participants long term outcomes. This
includes access to Higher Education and paid
employment within the Creative Industries. This
evidence underpins the organisations ambitions to
progress to Level Three of the NESTA Evaluation
scale.
In 2019 - 2020 the GILIL Academy delivery
programme will be further developed to include
more opportunities to recruit participants and
volunteers via non- gig based activity and outreach
events. The team will also to use the structure of
the Arts Award programme to give participants
accreditation for their work.

The development pathway
within the Academy is:
Workshop Participant attending introductory
workshops
Gig Volunteer - playing an
informal role in delivering
events
Academy Member - regularly
supporting delivery and
promoting events
Production Team - taking a
lead role in delivering and
commissioning events

May 2018

Sept 2018

Slow Readers Club
Northwich Library

July 2018
The Orielles
Huddersfield Library

Nilufer Yanya
Barrow Library

Bodega
Birkenhead Library

Maisie Peters Bellshill
Cultural Centre

Aidan Moffat and RM Hubbert
Wick Library

Sunflower Bean
Hull Central Library

Maisie Peters
Irvine Library
Idles - Coventry
Central Library
August 2018

Baxter Dury
Lancaster Library

April 2018

June 2018

EVENT TIMELINE
2018 - 2019
March 2019
Jan 2019
Nov 2018

GIRLI
Barrow Library

BC Camplight
Lancaster Library
Fontaines DC
Coventry Library

BC Camplight
Hull Central Library

Cub Sport
Alloa Library

Estrons
Lllanelli Library

Eleanor Friedberger
Lancaster Library

Bodega
Lancaster Library
BC Camplight
Huddersfield Library

Dan Owen
Kendal Library

The Staves
Liverpool Library

Working Mens Club
Hull Central Library

Cub Sport
Kendal Library
Dec 2018

Pip Blom
Birkenhead Library

Dream Wife
Coventry Central Library
Candelas - Amgueddfa
Lechi Cymru
Oct 2018

Feb 2019

AUDIENCE
DEVELOPMENT
Audiences continue to grow and diversify
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across the GILIL network. It is notable that the
series of matinee performances that the
organisation has launched in Birkenhead,
Lancaster, Huddersfield and Hull have
boasted 100% sell -out crowds.
The matinee events have been very successful
in 2018-2019 with audiences including
multiple families, and 12 - 16 year olds.
Audience feedback reinforces the need for
venues to deliver quality live music in a
comfortable, friendly space at a time that
suits their lifestyle. The absence of alcohol has
been particularly important to family
audiences
The event programme continues to stimulate
cultural tourism with audience members
travelling to attend events. The touring
programme continues to deliver high quality
cultural engagement in areas of low cultural
provision.
GILIL's evaluation and statistical analysis
consistently evidences that the programme is
supporting libraries to develop as cultural
venues for local audiences., and attracts new
users to libraries
GILIL looks forward to working with
Evaluation and Learning Partner Marge
Ainsley on capturing data, analysis and
inputting audience data into Audience Finder
to generate a profile of cultural engagement
across the UK.

AUDIENCE
PROFILE
"We had people visiting from all over
the region. so it wasn't just a gig that
raises our library profile but one that
makes people think about
libraries full stop."
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CIC
forward 12
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79% of Library Staff thought the event had attracted
new users to the library
72% of library staff felt very confident that the event
would signpost visitors to other events the library was
running
82% of gig attendees hadn't visited a library in the
previous 12 months
80 % of library staff felt confident that the GILIL
programme had increased their libraries community
engagement with the under 25's

Partner Marge Ainsley on capturing
Monitoring
and inputting
evaluation
data
data,
analysis and
positive,
is collected
from
library
in
healthy
audience
data
into users
Audience
post gig surveys, from our
Finder.
ticketing platforms and from
library staff in post gig surveys.

In 2019 - 2020 we will be
working with Marge Ainsley to
collect detailed data to evidence
the change in audience and
industry perceptions GILIL's
work is achieving.

AUDIENCE
ADVOCACY
The GILIL events team collect audience data and evaluationMarch
from 2019
multiple sources including online surveys, paper surveys and post gig
comment boards and cards. The social media team promote high levels
of interaction and engagement, and frequently receive powerful
feedback and testimony, advocating the power the programme has to
improve wellbeing through cultural engagement, and the importance
of delivering events in non-traditional static music venues.

I have suffered with anxiety for the past 6 or 7 years with it getting increasingly
worse around 2 years ago when I started to suffer with panic attacks. These
attacks made me extremely reluctant to take part in any social situation where I
feared an attack might be triggered. I would stay back from family day trips, avoid
taking my children anywhere and stopped going to places on the train
(something I didn’t used to think twice about). Very distressing and frustrating for
my family.
Once a frequent gig-goer I hadn’t been to one for a while because of the fear of an
attack. When my wife tentatively asked if I would go to see a gig with her I initially
refused – so many things that might trigger a panic attack. However, my wife
explained that it was a Get it Loud in Libraries gig that takes place in a library, so it
would be a small accessible venue, a matinee performance on a weekend, an
audience of all different ages all together in a bright airy space to enjoy music.
As a keen music lover and not wanting to be held back anymore by the fear of an
attack, I cautiously agreed. And I’m so glad that I did! We went to a gig at
Birkenhead Library and I could see straight away that it was a relaxed setting with
children and families. Although a little on edge at first, we stood at the back so
that I could be near an exit. The size of the venue meant that we still had an
excellent view of the stage. When the band came on I was blown away by their
sound and performance! I still can’t get over the fact that I was able to see such a
first rate band in a library!
Attending the Get it Loud in Libraries gig has had such an incredibly positive
impact on me. My confidence in attending social events has increased. I have
since started to go into Manchester again on the train and I am now even booking
to go see more gigs and performances. GILIL has allowed me to embrace my love
of live music again in a non-threatening, safe environment. I’m now on the
lookout for another GILIL matinee gig so that I can take my boys and share my
love of music with them".

"A nice, intimate show. Thank you
for supporting Aussie music!"
"A really good show! Fantastic
atmosphere and super fun to be
at. I will definitely come to future
shows."
"This show was amazing! A
wonderful experience and I loved
the band!"
"Very unique, intimate and
authentic. Thoroughly enjoyed it."
"That was an amazing gig, being
right at the front watching a
wonderful performer so close.
Thank you so much for organizing
such amazing gigs."

"I love the library gigs. Amazing
atmosphere and a great way to find
new artists."
"Awesome to hear new music in
Bellshill - In a LIBRARY!!!"

"A really great way to spend a Sunday
afternoon and visit a new town."
"What a place to play! Love the fact that
kids can see such ace music!"
Thank You @LoudinLibraries for putting
@bccamplight on today in Lancaster
@lancspublib - it was an amazing show
and a very unique location, loved it!

There’s something mildly alarming, deeply satisfying and uniquely thrilling about
watching a bunch of Amsterdam popsters with loud drums and guitars tear it up in
a library on a Sunday afternoon.
- The show was a sell out, children bouncing on shoulders, and countless heads
nodding through the heavy riffage. Fun. Real fun.
- More power to the unique elbow of Get It Loud In Libraries .
Get Into This Review of Pip Blom Birkenhead Library

THE LOUD IN LIBRARIES
TEAM

Stewart Parsons
Director
@LibraryFiend

Elizabeth Parsons
Academy Manager
@potterylizzie

Hayley Trowbridge
Digital Engagement
@hayley07

Riley Ramone
Web Development
@Ding_Digital

Stewart founded the
Get It Loud In Libraries
programme in 2005 and
has been programming
awesome artists in
libraries ever since.

Lizzie runs the GILIL
Academy, providing
media and music
industry training and
career progression
opportunities for young
people.

Hayley designs &
delivers the GILIL
Academy’s digital
training activities,
supporting young
people to develop topnotch media skills.

Riley’s tech skills are the
backbone of our website
and online ticket sales,
supporting the team to
develop our audience
online.

Conor Giblin
Project Support
@conorjgiblin

Shiv Garrigan
Project Support
@shivgarrigan

Julie Bell
Board Chair
@buliejell

Shiv supports the team
by producing, promoting
and managing gigs,
and supporting the
training of the Academy.

Julie chairs our advisory
board and is a long time
advocate for libraries,
culture, children and
young people.

Helen Worrall
Social Media
@helen_worrall

Helen runs our social
Conor works with the
media, supporting the
team across all areas,
promotion of events and
from ticket sales to
engaging young people
promotion, digital
in its training activities.
media-making to
running gigs

THANKS AND
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The Board and Directors are very grateful to our funders and partners for
supporting the delivery of our award winning programme of touring cultural
activity. We're grateful to Paul Hamlyn Foundation for supporting the GILIL
Academy programme, to Arts Council England for supporting the creative outputs,
and to Youth Music for supporting our work with youth partners
We're also very grateful to all the library staff who give up their time to make the
events happen, and approach the events with open minds, imagination and
commitment.
We also thank our tech, digital and media partners We Heart Tech, Apex Acoustics
and Precise Audio for delivering high quality events across the network.
And finally, a huge thank you to our audiences and artists who travel far and wide
to attend and support the events and to change perceptions of libraries and their
relevance to the cultural landscape in 2019.

All photographs courtesy
We Heart Tech and the GILIL
Academy Team
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